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The topological structure of trajectories of a diffeomorphism near its fixed or 
periodic point (see e.g. [12]) essentially depends on the fact whether the matrix of its 
linear part, computed at this fixed or periodic point, respectively, has eigenvalues on 
the unit circle S^, whether they are real or complex, and on the number of such 
eigenvalues. 
If D' = D^R") is the set of all С diffeomorphisms on i^" endowed with the С 
Whitney topology, then there is a residual set D[ (a set which contains a countable 
intersection of open dense subsets) in D'' such that i f / e D\, x^ is a fixed or periodic 
point of / and L^Xf) ^^ ̂ ^^ matrix of the linear part of / at XQ, then Ь^о(/) ^^^ ^^ 
eigenvalues on S'̂  (Kupka-Sniale theorem for diffeomorphisms; see [12, Theorem 
2.4]). 
Denote by С = G''(R^, R'') the set of all one-parametric systems of difî'eomorphisms 
on R" of class С endowed with the С Whitney topology. The papers of Brunovsky 
[7, 8] contain the following result: There is a residual subset G^ in С such that if 
g E Gj, then there exist one-dimensional submanifolds Kj,(g) of R^ x R'^ [k = 
= 1, 2, 3, ,..),for which (fiQ, XQ) EKJIQ) implies that XQ is a k-periodic point of g^^ 
{g^ e D^, Qfxip^) = g{ß, ^)) (^i^d the following holds: 
(1) The matrix A = L^J^g^^ has no double eigenvalue on S^. 
(2) For every к ^ 1 the matrix Ä' has no non-real root of 1 as its eigenvalue. 
(3) If an eigenvalue of A^ lies on S^, then there is no other eigenvalue on S^ except 
its complex conjugate. 
(4) The set of all (fiQ, Xo) e R^ x R" for which the matrix L-̂ ĈÖ̂ Â O) ^^^ ^^ eigen-
value on Si consists of isolated points. 
In this paper we generically classify the set of all two-parametric systems of matrices 
by their eigenvalues on the unit circle and we apply the results obtained to two-
parametric systems of diffeomorphisms. 
The topological structure of trajectories of a vector field near its critical point 
essentially depends on the fact, whether the matrix of its linear part, computed at 
this critical point, has an eigenvalue with zero real part, and on the number of such 
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eigenvalues (see [1], [З]). For the generic classification of /c-parametric systems of 
matrices and vector fields (k = 1, 2) from this point of view, we refer to the papers 
[2] —[6], [10], [11], [13], [14]. The equations tor eigenvalues defining various 
classes of diffeomorphisms are more complicated than those corresponding to the 
case of vector fields. We use a special method developed for this purpose by P. 
Brunovsky (see [8]) and we extend its practicability to a wider class of parametric 
systems of matrices and diffeomorphisms. 
1. TWO-PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
Let H'' = W{R^, R") be the set of all two-parametric systems of diffeomorphisms 
on R" with values of parameter in R^, of class С and endowed with the С Whitney 
topology. For h G H'IR^, R") denote by Z,, = Zj{h) the set of all (/(, %) e î ^ x R\ 
for which x is a /c-periodic point of h^. 
Lemma 1. There exists a residual subset H^ c= H'' such that for h e H^ the set 
Zj,(h) is a 2-dimensional submanifold of R^ x i^", Z^Qi) is closed. 
The p roo f of this lemma nearly coincides with the proof of the similar assertion 
for one-parametric systems of diffeomorphisms (see [7, Theorem 1, (i)]). To demon­
strate the idea of the proof, we prove the lemma for к = 1. 
It is clear that the set Z^^h) is closed for h e W. Define the mapping Q : H^ -> 
-> C^R^ X JR", i^" X jR"), Q(h) {fi, x) = (x, h[ji, %)). This mapping is a С representa­
tion (see [1]). The set A = {(x, x) | x G R"} is a closed submanifold of i^" x R" 
of codimension n. The mapping ev^ : Ш x R^ x R" -^ R"" x Ä", ev^^h, fi, x) = 
= Q[h) [jLi, x), transversally intersects the submanifold A. Therefore by [ l , Theorem 
19. 1] the set Я^ = {/z G Я*" I g^h) n A] (n is the symbol for the transversal inter­
section) is residual in Я*". By [ l . Corollary 17. 1], if h e Я^, then Z^(h) = [Q(h)]~^ (A) 
is a 2-dimensional submanifold of R^ x R'\ 
Since we are interested in the generic classification of the set of two-parametric 
systems of diffeomorphisms by their linear parts, it suffices to give the generic classi­
fication of the set of all two-parametric systems of matrices. For this purpose we 
need to stratify some algebraic and semialgebraic varieties in the spaces M„ x jR ,̂ 
M„ X jR"̂ , M„ X R^, where M„ is the set of all n x n matrices, and to estimate the 
codimension of their strata. 
2. STRATIFICATIONS OF SEMIALGEBRAIC VARIETIES 
A semialgebraic variety in R"^ is the set of all x = (x^, X2,..., X^^) e R"" satisfying 
the inequalities Pi{xi, Х2,..., x^) ^ 0, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. (An algebraic variety is given 
by the equalities Pi{x) ~ 0.) We shall be frequently refering to the following Whitney's 
theorem on stratification of semialgebraic varieties into smooth manifolds. 
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Lemma 2 ([15], §11])- -̂ ^̂  }V be a semialgebraic variety. Then W = W^^ и 
и W2 "О ... и W, where Wj (j ^ 1,2,..., p) are smooth manifolds with a finite 
p 
number of components, [j Wj is closed for all 1 S Q й P, codim Wj < codim Wj+i 
J = G 
forj = 1,2, ...,]7 - 1. 
A decomposition of a semialgebraic variety W into a finite union of smooth 
manifolds with the properties mentioned in Lemma 2 is called the stratification 
of Pfand the manifolds Wj are called the strata of W. 
We can give a smooth structure on the set M„ induced by the natural identification 
of M„ with i?"^ Now we shall define some subsets of M„ by the properties introduced 
in the following table. We write m(X) instead of the multiplicity of an eigenvalue. 
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Я ф ± 1 , Я̂  = 1, 
Я Ф ± 1 , 3 J ^ G Z : 
— 
ß=¥ ±1 
/i Ф ± 1 
-
Я, /X ф ± 1 
Я ф ± 1 
Я Ф ± 1 
ß ф ± 1 , / i ' = 1, 
/̂  ф ± 1 , / '̂ - 1 
;/ ф + 1 , ;Х̂  = 1 
/̂  Ф ± 1 , ^ке Z 
/i Ф + 1 , Э / C G Z 
/1 Ф ± 1 , 3keZ 
Я, /Z Ф + 1 
Л, fi ф ±1, ji^ = 
у^, ß Ф ± 1 , З/се 
Я, и̂, V ф ± 1 
/ e Z 
: Я̂  = 1 
leZ 
: / = 1 
: iu'̂  = 1 
: / = 1 
1 
Z:fi^ = 1 
Now for the sets of the type A, B, С we can define the corresponding semialgebraic 
varieties in M„ x Я^, M„ x î "*̂ , M„ x i^^, respectively, for which we shall use the 
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same symbols as for the sets of the type A, B, and C, but with a tilde. If щ: M„ x 
X R^ -^ M„ is the natural projection, then П2{А) = A, 7Г4(Л) = В and п^{С) = С. 
We shall use P(X) = Pi(/li, À2) + ^Pzi^^i^ ^2) to denote the characteristic polynomial 
of a matrix A e M„ and 
d P H P̂ 
P' = — = p ; + iPi , p" = ^ = P'; + ip^. 
notation equations defining the set 
J i P,(/li, Я2) == 0 ((• = 1, 2) Я? + /I2 - 1 = 0 
Â2 P,(A„ Я2) = -P:(AI, Я2) = О Я? + 1̂  - 1 = О 
0 = 1,2) 
i^C+i) 
Л(-1) 
^al '^ iOî ^20) 
Л 
5 i ( + ] , c ) 
5 2 ( - l , c ) 
5 i ( + l , - 1 ) 
^ 1 
5 2 ( + l , c ) 
5 2 ( - l , c ) 
^гС/ 'ю. A«20. i) 
?? 
35 
P;(Ai, Я2) = 0 ((• = 1, 2) 
= P;'(Ai,A2) = 0 ( ( = l , 2 ) 
P,.(Ai, Я2) = 0, l*i = Pi(/ i i , /I2) = 0 
0=1,2) 
?3 
— 3? — 
3? 
P,.(ii, Я2) = 4h> h) = 0, 
^ i = Л(/^1, /«2) = 0 (i = 1, 2) 
Л(Я1,Я2) = Р ; ( ^ , Я 2 ) = 0,12) = 0, 
^.- = PiC/*!. ^^2) = 0 ((• = 1, 2) 
33 
Al - 1 = 0, Я2 = 0 
Al + 1 = 0, Я2 = 0 
^1 "~ ^10 ~ Ö3 
^2 ~" ^20 — 0 
Я̂  + я^ - 1 = 0 
Al - 1 = 0, ^2 = 0 
/^? + /̂ 2 - 1 = 0, 
/^1 Ф ± 1 
Al + 1 = 0, Я2 = 0 
Â i + /̂ 2 - 1 = 0, 
II, Ф ± 1 
Al - 1 = 0, A2 = 0 
/Xl + 1 = 0, /X2 = 0 
A^ + A^ - 1 = 0, 
Al Ф ± 1 , 
/^? + /̂ 2 - 1 = 0, 
ßi + ± 1 
Al - /il Ф 0 
Aj + A^ - 1 = 0, 
Al Ф ± 1 
/ i l - 1 = 0 , )U2 = 0 
A? + Â  - 1 = 0, 
Al Ф ± 1 
/Il + 1 = 0, /̂ 2 = 0 
Я1 = 0, A2 - 1 = 0 
/^2 - /^20 = 0 
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notation equations defining the set 
Я1 - 1 = 0, Я2 = 0 
/̂ 1 - /̂ 10 = 0, 
ßi - /̂ 20 = 0 
Я1 + 1 = 0, /I2 = 0 
/^2 - i"20 = 0 
Я̂  = 0, Я2 - 1 = 0 
//? + Â^ ~ 1 = 0, 
/̂ 1 Ф ± 1 
Ai - 1 = 0, Я2 = 0 
/̂ 1 + i"2 - 1 = 0. 
/xi Ф ± 1 
Я1 + 1 = 0, Д2 = 0 
/i? + i"2 - 1 = 0, 
)U1 Ф ± 1 
Л1 + Xl - 1 = 0, 
Al Ф ± 1 
/̂ 1 Ф ± 1 
H^io. Â 2o) ^i(^^b ^2) = 0, P, = P,(^i, /̂ 2) = 0 Я? + Я̂  - 1 = 0, 
Ях Ф ± 1 
{i = 1, 2) ;ii - ^10 = 0, 
/̂ 2 - А̂2о = О 
С Р,(Я^, Я2) = О, Р, = P,{fi,, ^2) = 0, Xl + Xl-1^ о, 
л - = ^ ( v i , V2) = о ( / = 1,2) Al Ф ± 1 
/if + /i^ - 1 = О, 
/̂ 1 Ф ± 1 
V? + v̂  - 1 = О, 
Vi ф ± 1 
We shall denote by Tf/'^ Tf/'̂  Pf/'̂ ' or W^'\J), W\'\J\ W'j'\j) the strata of sets 
of the type A,B,C, respectively. For instance, Ä2 = (J^2'^? B2{+l,c) = 




















Lemma 3 (Brunovsky [8, Lemmas 1, 4, 5]). 
(a) codim W^^^ ^ 4, 
(b) codim PFf'̂  = 3. 
(c) / / Я20 Ф 0, then codim ÎP̂ s'̂ C îo, A20) ^ 4. 
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Lemma 4. 
(a) codim W^'^ = 4, 
{Ъ) codim }У^^\1,оЛ2о) = ^• 
Proof. Assume / — [O, 2] x [0, 2] and consider the mapping F : I x R^ -^ M„ 
X R\ F(t, 5, Aj, À2) = {Л{1, s), i l , À2), where 
О 














(b) Ä{t, s) = diag 
. 2тс 2тс, 
Г + sm — 5 + cos — \ 
к к ^ 
2п . In 
- s — cos — ^ + sm — / 
к kl 
0,...,0}. 
By Lemma 3, codim W^''^ ^ 4, codim W^'\À^O, ^20) ^ 4. If codim W^'^ > 4, then 
it would follow from [1, Corollary 17. 2] that there exists a small С perturbation A 
of A such that no value of it has the eigenvalue Àe Si of multiplicity 2. This, however, 
is obviously impossible and hence codim ^2 '^ = 4. By the same argument the aser-
tion (b) is valid. 
Lemma 5. codim W^'^ ^ 5. 
For the proof of this lemma as well as for the estimation of codimensions of the 
other above defined algebraic sets, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6 ([8, Lemma 2]). For any A e M„ the set of all matrices similar to A 
is an immersed submanifold of M^ of codimension ^ n . 
Corollary. Let p : M„ -> il" be defined as p{Ä) = (a^, a2, ..., a„), where P(y) = 
= y" + ciiy"~^ + ... + a„ is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A, 
and let pi, : M„ x R^ -> R"^^ be defined as pj^ = p x id^k. Then for any point 
^^^n+/c^ p-^(^x) is a finite disjoint union of immersed submanifolds of M„ x R^ 
of codimension ^ n . 
Denote by Va R"^^^ the set of points (a^, «2, ..-, a„, Я ,̂ Я2) such that Я = Я̂  + 
+ 1̂ 2 6 Si (Il ф ±1) is a root of the polynomial P{y) of multiplicity ^ 3 . Obviously 
Р2(Л) = V. 
Lemma 7. The mapping ^2/^4 '• A^-^ V is open {in the topologies on Ä^ and F, 
induced by their imbeddings into M„ and jR"^^, respectively). 
The proof of this lemma coincides with the proof of [8, Lemma 3]. 
P roof of Lemma 5. F i s a semialgebraic variety in il"^^ defined by the poly-
nomials Pi{Xi, X2) = P'i^i^ Я2) = P'[{X,, Я2) = 0, Я̂  + Я̂  - 1 - О, Я̂  Ф ± 1 . Let 
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V = {J Vibe its stratification. Tlie definition of the stratification implies that the set V^ 
i 
is open in V. First we shall prove that dim Fj g и — 3. By [15] codim V^ ^ rank-^F 
for any xe V^, where rank^F is the dimension of the linear space spanned by the 
differential at x of the polynomials of the ideal associated with V. 
Pi(Ai, 2.2) = ... + a„_2{^l - ^2) + a„-iXi + a„, 
Pzi^i^z) = ••• + a„-2(2/liA2) + «„-1^2, 
Pii^i^i) = ••• + 2a„_2^i + û„-i , 
Pzi^l^z) = ... + 2fl„-2^2, 
Pii^u A2) = .. . + 6а„_зЯ1 + 2й„_2 , 
P^(Ai,A2) = --- + 6a„_3^2. 
Then for X 6 F we have 
..Л1 - Àj, /11, 1 ,0 ,0) , 
. . ,2^1^2,^2,0 ,0 ,0) , 
..,Ai, 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) , 
. . , 2 ^ 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) , 
..,2,0,0,ÔPlldA„ ePllÔA2), 
. . , 0 , 0 , 0 , ôP'^/aAi, ôPljdXz), 
.., 0,0,0,2^1,2^2) • à{X\ + X\ 
dPi = ( 
dP2 = ( 
dPi = ( 
dPi = ( 
dPÏ = ( 
dP2 = ( 
- 1 ) = ( 
Now we introduce the following notation. Given a system of vectors 
where к S m, denote 
D[VI, ..., Î;J = det 
^^1,/c? ^ 1 Д - 1 .; Î ; . 
f̂c,/c? ^k,k-ù ^kl 
By simple computations, it is possible to show that 
D{x) = i)[dPi, dP^, dPÏ, dP^, d{X\ + Xl- 1)] -
= 4 Я ^ 
^ ^ 1 
Ai 
dX, 
'^ =4( -1) ' ^КеЯР"(Я) . 
It suffices to prove that the set (x e F | D{X) ф 0} is dense in V. 
It is clear that the set of x e F for which P"'{X) ф 0 is dense in F. If Я G S^ is real, 
then X P"'{X) = Re Я P"'{X) Ф 0 if P"'{X) Ф 0. Assume that XeS^ is not real and 
Re Я P'"{X) = 0. For a nonzero real e define the polynomial Pj^y) = P{y) + e (p(y) = 
= / + ûie> "̂~^ + ... + a„„ where ^(j;) = ( j - Я)̂  {у - If. Obviously x, = 
= {a,,,..., a„„ X,, X2) EV {X = X, + 1Я2); Я P;'^^) = Я P'̂ '(> )̂ + ^^^(^ " ^f^ i-^-
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Re Я P'^'{X) = бе Re Я(Я — Д)̂  = 12sÀ2 Ф О since Я is not real. We have proved 
that for any neighbourhood U[x) of the point x there is an e ф 0 such that x^ e 
G U{x) с Fand D[x^) ф О, which we were to prove. This imphes that codim V^ ^ 5, 
i.e. dim F^ = n + 2 — codim V^ ^ n ~ 3. 
Now we shall prove that codim W^'^ ^ 5. The set W^ = W^'^ is open in A^. and 
by Lemma 7 the set ^2(^1) is open in F Therefore there exists integer i such that 
Pii^i) П Fi Ф 0. Let / be the first index for which the set ^2(^1) «̂  ^i is nonempty. 
i i 
Since IJ Vj is open in F, then M^ = 7̂2 ̂ ( U ^i) = Pi^i^i) is open in W^ and thus 
P2{Mi) is opjn in Fj. By Sard's theorem (see [1, Theorem 15.1]) there exists an 
A E Mi such that the mapping P2 is regular at A. Therefore P2^{p2{^)) = is a sub-
manifold of W^, where dim j>J^(p2(-4)) = <̂ irn W^ ~ dim F̂  ^ dim И̂^ - /1 + 3. 
By Corollary of Lemma 6 we have codim P2 4i^2(^)) ^ ^̂  i-^- dimp2 4P2(^)) S 
S n^ - п. Therefore n^ - n ^ dim Wy - n + 3, i.e. dim W^ ^ n^- - 3. This 
imphes that codim W^ ^ n^ + 2 - {n^ - 3) = 5, and the proof of Lemma 5 is 
complete. 
Lemma 8. 
(a) codim PF|̂ ''( + l ,c) ^ 6, 
(b) codim W^'\-l,c) ^ 6, 
(cj codim W^'\+l, - 1 ) ^ 6, 
(d) codim W^'^ ^ 6 . 
Proof, (a) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5, but instead of the space 
M2 X R^ we deal with the space M2 x R"^. Similarly as above, denote by F с R"^'^ 
the set of points (ÖTJ, a2, •••, Ö„, Я^, Я2, Pi, ^2) such that À = À^ + 1X2 = ^, fi = ßx + 
+ i/i2 e Sji, jWi Ф ± 1 are zeros of the polynomial P(y) of multiplicity ^ 1 . Obviously 
;?4(Pff'^(+l, c)) = V. The set F i s a semialgebraic variety in î "̂ "̂  defined by the 
equations Pi{À^, Я2) = 0, P^ = P,(/Xi, /̂ 2) = 0 (i = 1, 2), Я̂  - 1 - 0, Я2 = 0, 
/̂ 1 + /̂ 2 — 1 = 0, /il Ф ± 1 . Let F ~ U^i be its stratification. It suffices to prove 
i 
that codim F^ ^ 6. Indeed, if this inequality is satisfied, then dim V^ = n + 4 — 
— codim Fl g П — 2. Similarly as above, it is possible to prove that there is a point 
AeWi = W^'^ such that the mapping p^ is regular at this point and hence g = 
= PV{P4{^)) is a submanifold of W^, where dim Q ^ n^ — n (see the proof of 
Lemma 5). This implies that dim W^ ^ n^ — 2 and therefore codim PF̂  ^ n^ + 4 — 
- {n^ -2) = 6. 
Now, we prove that codim Fj ^ 6. Let x = {a^, «2. •••, ««, Ь 0, [л^, P2) ̂  ^• 
Denote D{x) = DldB,, dP2, d(/z? + ßj - 1), dP^, d(Яl - 1), dЯ2]. Then 
В(х)^{,х^1)р^,^^Л 
and it suffices to prove that the set Я = |x e у i ])(x) ф 0 | is dense in F. 
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Assume that x = (а^, ^2, ..., a„, 1, О, /ij, juj) e V and D{X) = 0. For a nonzero 
real 8 define the polynomial P,{y) = P(j;) + s (p{y) = / + ^^i^/"^ + ... + a^^, 
where ^(j;) = (ĵ  -- l){y - jw) ( j - Д) = j ; ^ - (2^^ + l) j ; ^ + (2/ij +^1) y - Ь 
Obviously X, = (öfie, ..., «„г, U О, /11, /̂ 2) G К Let Р,{ц) = P.i(/ii, /̂ 2) + iPeiif^u 1^2)^ 
4/^1. /̂ 2) = Щ^и^2)1^Уи Kf^ußl) = Щ^и^2)1^У2^ у = У1 + ^У2, Ф{У1^У2) = 
= Re ф) = {у, - 1) {У1 ~ У1- 2fi,y, + 1) + 2/11^^ . D{x,) = D{x) + 
+ Ki^i - 1) ^(/^ь /̂ 2) + /^2b(/^i, /̂ 2) = ^(x) + 2siil{ni + 1). Therefore if i)(x) = 0, 
then in any neighbourhood of the origin there is a number e such that D{x^) Ф 0 
and hence the set Я is dense in V. 
The proof of (b) proceeds in the same way as the proof of (a). Proof of (c). Let 
V cz R"^"^ be the set of all points (a^, Ö2» •••̂  ^ю K^ ^2^ /^i' /̂ 2) such that Я = Ai + 
+ i22 = 1, /I = /Xj + i/i2 = ~ 1 ^re the roots of the polynomial ^{y) of multiplicity 
^ L It suffices to show that the set Я = {xe F I D(X) Ф 0} is dense in F, where 
D(x) = [dPi, dP2, d(2i - 1), d22, d(/ii + l), à^^. However, D{x) = 2 for all x e F 
and thus the proof is complete. Proof of (d). Let W{c, i) = {{A, X^, ̂ 2, fii, II7) e 
e M„ X P^ I Pi(^i, Я2) = P2(^i, Я2) = 0, P,{ß,, /I2) = P2{ßi^ 1^2) = 0, Xl+Xl = 
= 1, fi^ = 0, /I2 = 1} and let F be the corresponding semialgebraic variety in P"^'^ 
r 
defined similarly as above. Let W(c, i) = (J Wj be a stratification. It is easy to show 
i = i 
that D[dPi, dP2, dP^, dP2, d(/Zi), а^а^ - 1)] = - |P'(^)1^ + 0 and therefore 
codim IFi ^ 6. (We shall even prove that codim W^ ^ 7, see Lemma 10, (d).) 
s 
Let S2 \ TF(c, /) = и Wj be a stratification. It suffices to show that codim W^ ^, 6. 
Let I/ be the semialgebraic variety in R"^"^ defined by the polynomials Pi{Ài, X^)^ 
Piif^i, ß2\ i = h 2, Xl + Xl = h nl + fil = 1, X, Ф 0, Я2 Ф 0, ft, Ф 0, /i2 + 0, 
which corresponds to the set P2 \ ^{^^ 0* ^^^ x e C/ we have 
D{x) = i)[dPi, dP2, d{Xl -^ Xl- 1), dPi, dP2, d{jnl -\- ßl - 1)] = 
= 4[(Ai - fi^){fiiB^^ + /^2^12) ( ^ И п + ^2^12) -• 
- ^2{lJ^iBix + /^2^12) (^^1^12 - ^ 2 ^ 1 1 ) + 
+ f^2{ßiBi2 - /^2^11) ( ' ^ i ^ i i + ^ 2 ^ 1 2 ) , 
where 
^ 1 1 - -77"» ^ 1 2 — - , ^11 " ' ^12 - — - • 
OXi 0X2 ^ 1 ^/^2 
It suffices to prove that the set Я = {x e (7 | D(x) ф 0} is dense in F Let /)(x) = 0 
for some x e F and let e be a nonzero real number. Define Pe{y) = P{y) + e ф(у)> 
where ф(у) = (у - x)(y - I ) (3; - ;i) (y - Д) and let \l/{y^, у2) = Re (p{y) -
= (}̂ i - y l - 2X,y, + 1) (y? ~ y l - 2ii,y, + 1) - 4(^1 - X,) {y, - /11) y^, y = 
= У1 + 1^2- Let P{y) = P,{y,, y2) + iP2(>^i, У2) = / + ûai>^""' + . . . + a,„, 
^ l l ( e ) = ^P,i(Ai, ^2) /^^! , ^12(e) = ^P.2(^l ,A2F3^2, ^ l l ( e ) = dP,,{li,,fi2)ldy,, 
B^2{^) = ^P,2(iWl, f^2)l^y2^ ^e = {a,u 0^2, • • v ^ал, >^Ь >^2, / ^ 1 , /^2)- ^ ^ Ы = ^ [ ^ Р ^ ! , 
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dP,„ d(A? + Xl- 1), dF,„ àP„ à{^^\ +iil- 1)] (P, = P,{X„ Хг), Pi = Ph„ fh), 
i = 1,2) has the same form as D(x), but instead of Afj, B^j it involves Aij{E), BIJ{E), 
respectively. From the form of D{x) we have that D{x^ = D{x) + a^e + a2e^, 
where ay = d-^D{x^jd&^\^=Q. If D{x) = 0 and oc^ ф 0, then obviously D(x^) ф 0 for 
sufficiently small г ф 0. If D(x) = 0 and â  = 0, then D(x^) = e^a2, where 0C2 has 
the same form as D(x), but with Äij^B^j instead of Aij.Bij, respectively; Ä^^ = 
= -4ÀI(À, - ju,), A,2 = -AhXi^h - /^1), ^11 = 4/1^(^1 ~ i"i), ^12 = 
= 4jLiiß2('^i •" /^i)- Using the expression for Z)(x) we obtain that «2 = — 512(Ai — 
— /il) /̂ 1̂ 2/11/̂ 2 Ф 0 and so the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 9. 
(a) codim I f ^ ' ( + l , c ) = 6, 
(b) codim IFi^'^(-l,c) = 6, 
(c) codim IFi''^(+l, - 1 ) = 6, 
(d) codim W^'^ = 6. 
Proof. Assume / = [0? 2] x [0,2] and consider the mapping F :I x Я'^-^ 
-^ M„ X i?^ i^( ,̂ s, ^1 , ..., Я4) = (Л(г, s), Ài, ..., Я4), where 
ЛО, 5) = diag {f î _ ^ I ^ ^V 1 + s, 0, ..., 0} . 
By Lemma 8, codim W^'^+l, c) ^ 6. If codim Iff '^(+1, c) > 6, then it would 
follow from [1, Corollary 17. 2] that there exists a small С perturbation Л of Л 
such that no value of ithas the eigenvalue Я = + 1 and a comlex eigenvalue j^e S^^. 
This, however, is obviously impossible and hence codim W^'^ — 6. By the same 
argument it is possible to prove (b) —(d), where the mapping F : I x R"^ -^ M„ x R"^ 
is defined as follows: F[t, s, i^, ..., A4) = (A{t, s), Aj, ..., Я4), 
(b) Ait, s) = diag{f 'j _ / ^^ ' ) ' - 1 + ^' 0' •••' 0) ' 
(c) A{t, s) = diag {1 + r, - 1 + 5, 0, . . . , 0] , 
w4,„) = .;a,((_;_,;-),(_;,_^j''-).o,....o). 
Lemma 10. 
(a) codim W^'\-{-l, c) ^ 7, codim IF2 ' ' ( -1 , ^) ^ 7, 
(b) codim Ж2 '̂1(;х1о,/̂ 20, 0 ^ 7 , 
(c) codim If2''4^i0' i"2o, +1) è 7, codim If2'''(A^io, /̂ 2,0, - l ) ^ 7, 
(d) codim PF|»i(c, i) ^ 7, 
(e) codim IF2''i(c:, +1) ^ 7, codim 11^''(^' - 1 ) ^ 7, 
(f) codim If2 '̂i g 7, 
(g) codim Pf3^'i(;iio,/^20)^7, 
(h) codim W'^ ^ 9. 
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Proof, (a) 
D{x) = ö [dPi , àP„ dP„ dP„ d{fi, - 1), dfi„ d{Xl + Л1- 1)] = 
It suffices to prove that the set Я = {x e F | D{X) Ф 0} is dense in V, where V cz Ц" + ̂  
is defined similarly as in the proof of Lemma S. Suppose that for some x e V, 
Re{X~^ P"{Xj) = 0. For a nonzero real number s defined the polynomial P^{y) = 
= i>(jO + 8 (p{y), where (p{y) = {y -l)(y^ ^f (y _ 1)\ Since Re (Я"^ ?{{;[)) = 
= £ Re {Щ - 1) (Я - If) = - 4 ( 1 - Я1) Я2 Ф 0 the density of the set H is proved. 
The other part of the proof of (a) proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 8. 
The proofs of the inequalities (b) and (c) are easy. 
(d) Let us stratify the set В2(0, i) in the following way: Denote B2{k) = 
~ U^2(A4O?/^20? 0 ' ^t^^i"^ ^^'^^ union is taken over all /Хю?/̂ 20 such that [ji^^ + 
+ i/i2o)'+l'^ = 3,4,...,/c,/.f2o = 0. Rewrite the set 52(c,i) in the form B2(c,i) = ^г!^) u 
u {B2{c, i) \ B2(/c)), where /c > 6. By part (b) the set È2{k) has a stratification [jw((k), 
where codim W2{k) ^ 7. Therefore it suffices to prove that if B2{k) = ^2(0, i ) \ 
\B2{k) = [jWJ{k) is a stratification, then codim W\k) ^ 7. 
The set ^2(^) is defined by the polynomials Pi , P2.-Pi. ^ 2 ^ 1 , ^ 2 - 1. ^1.^2» 
fil + fil — I and by some inequalities which express the fact that Б2(^) n 52(/c) = 0. 
^ D{x) = D[dPi, dP; , dPi , d i i , d(A2 - 1), dP2, d(/x^ + /г̂  - 1)] = 
= 4 A 2 L ^ - ^ - / ^ 2 ^ ^ - 4 R e ^ P ' ( / . ) . 
We shall prove that the set Я = {x G F | Re fiP'{ji) Ф 0} is dense in F, where V с 
cz P''"^^ is the set of such points (^i, <̂ 2. •••? <^пДь ^2./^ь/^2) e P:""̂ "*" for which 
Я = A-̂  + iA2 = i is the zero of the polynomial P(y) = у + a^y"'^^ + ... + a„ of 
multiplicity ^ 2 and /л = ß^^ + i/12 e 5^ is the zero of the polynomial P(y) of multi-
phcity ^ 1 , such that ^^ ф 1 for / = 3,4, . . . Д . Assume that for some x e F, 
Re fi P'(/j) = 0. For a nonzero real г defined the polynomial P^(y) = P(j;) + s (p{y), 
where ^(3;) = ( j^ + 1)^ (3̂  - /̂ ) (у - ß)- It is clear that the corresponding point 
(«1 , , . . . , a„„ 0, 1, /il, /̂ 2) e F, Re /i P;(/i) = г Re fi{2ifi2) (1 + pi^f = 28/̂ 2 Im /i(l + 
+ fi^y. We have to prove that Im /i(l + pi^y ф 0. 
Since fi e S^, we have fi = Q'"" for some a. Then ju(l + /x^)^ = e '̂̂ (l + Q^'^'f = 
= (ê "̂ ^ + e^'''^^'У. For a complex number a + ib, Im (a + ib)^ = 2ab and there­
fore it suffices to prove that cos ^a + cos | a ф 0 and sin -̂ a + sin | a ф 0 for 
X = ( a i , . . . , ö„, 0, l , / / i , / i2)e F 
The following identities are valid: 
0̂  5 _ a / . л - 2 ^ 
cos —h cos - a = 2 cos - 1 — 4 sm -
2 2 2 \ 2 
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Sin —h sm - a = — 2 s i n - ( l —4 cos -
2 2 2 \ 2 
(1) Assuming cosia = 0 we have a = тт + Ъп, 5 e Z, i.e. [i = e^"^^*" '̂ = — 1, 
but this is impossible. 
(2) If cos a = 0, then \i = ê "̂ "̂̂ "̂̂ ', i.e. /i^ = 1. This is impossible because we have 
assumed /c > 6 and therefore /г̂  ф 1 for / = 3, 4, ..., 6. 
(3) If sin-Ja = ± i , then = e(±n/3 + 4sn)i ^̂ ^̂  ^6 ^ |^ which is again impossible. 
Thus, we have proved that cos ^a + cos | a ф 0 for x e F. The proof of the second 
inequality is similar. This implies density of the set / / and so codim W\'^ ^ 7. 
The proof of (e) follows the same lines as the proof of (d). 
(f) Define the set C(k) = Б2(+1, с) u БзС" Ь с) u В2{с, i) u Б2(с, +1) u 
3 
u Б2(с, - 1 ) u ( и Cj{k)l where C,{k) = [jB^ifi.o. ßio. i), C,(/<) = U^2(i"io, Iho. 
+1), Сз(/с) = U-62(jtfio. /^20' "~ 1) ̂ ^^ ^he unions are taken over all /î o? ßio such that 
(A ÎO + ЩюУ = 1 for / = 3, 4, ..., /<, /̂ 20 + 0-
Now rewrite the set B2 as Б2 = C(/c) u C(/c), where C(/c) - ^2 \ C{k). By the 
previous parts of Lemma 10 all strata of the set C{k) have codimensions ^ 7 and there­
fore it suffices to prove that the set C{k) also has such a stratification. 
C{k) is the set of [A, Я ,̂ ^2. /^ь /̂ 2) ̂  ̂ « >̂  "̂̂  for which Pi{li, X2) = P'i{X^, Я2) = 
= 0, P, = P,(//i, /12) = 0 (f = 1, 2), Я̂  + Я̂  ™ 1 = 0, /i? + /i^ - 1 = 0, Я̂  Ф ^^^ 
X^ Ф 0, /Il Ф ± 1 , X^ Ф ± 1 , /(̂  = 1 for / = 1,2, .. . , /c. 
Suppose that к > 6. 
D{x) - i)[dP2, dP; , dPi, d(Я? + Я̂  - 1), dPi, dP2, d{fil + III- 1)] = 
Л . 2 / 5^2 ^ ^ 2 \ / , î̂ 'i , ^P'i\ 
4Я^ h"2 —^ - /̂ 1 —^ U2 —^ - ^1 —^ = 5/Xi ^/^2/ \ ^^n ^^'2/ 
= 4Я^(Re /i P{ii)) (Im Я Р"(Я)). 
We shall show that the set P/ = {x G F | Re /i P^ß) ф О, Im Я Р"(Я) ф 0} is dense 
in F, where the set F corresponds to the set C(k) such that P4{C(k)) = F. (I) We shall 
show that Re fi P'{jj) ф 0 for a dense subset of F Assume that Re fi P'{fi) = 0 for 
some XEV. Similarly as above, define the polynomial Ps{y) = Р{у) + e ф(у) = 
= 3̂ " Ф «i£>'"~^ + .. . + a„^, where г is a nonzero real number and (p{y) = (3; — ß\. 
. (3; - Д) (;; - Я)̂  {у ~ ly. Obviously x, = (а^,, . . . , /i.) e V. Re /i P;(A() == 2e/i2 . 
. Im /i(// — Лу (fi — ly. Since /x, Я e 5^, there are a, j9 such that /i = e"", я = e'^. 
Then we have 
fi{fi - лу {fi - ly = è\è^ - è^) {è^ - è^) = 
= [е^«/̂ (е^^^ - e^«^ '̂̂  - ê -̂̂ ^̂  + 1)]^ = [ß,(a, ß) + iQ,{oc, ß)Y , 
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where 
ßi(a, ß) = cos |a - cos (|a + ß) -~ cos (|a - jß) + cos ia , 
Qii^^ ß) = sin | a - sin (|a + ^) - sin (|a - î ) + sin ^a . 
Since Im /i(/x — Я)̂  (jti — I)^ = 2öi(a, ^) 62(06, j5), it suffices to prove that for 
X G F, ßi(a, î ) Ф 0 and 02(0«, ß) Ф 0. The following equalities are vahd: 
Qi{a, ß) = 2 cos |(x(cos a — cos ß) , Ô2(^' ß) = 2 sin |a(cos a — cos ^) . 
(1) If co s | a = 0, then /л = e''' = Q(''f^ + 2sn/3)i ^^^ ^^y ^6 ^ ^̂  which is impossible 
because к > 6. 
(2) If sin | a = 0, then jii = ç2/3sni ^̂ ^̂  ^^ ^̂ 3 ^ j^^ which is impossible as well. 
(3) Due to the definition of the set C(k) the equality iHi = cos a = cos ß = Л^ does 
not hold for X eV. 
Thus we have proved the density of those points г; e F for which Re fi P'{li) Ф 0. 
(II) We shall show that Im Я F'[}) Ф 0 for a dense subset of the set V. Assume 
Im Я P"{X) = 0 for some x e F. Let Pj^y) be the polynomial as above. Since Я Pl{X) = 
= Я P"{X) + 2е(Я ~ /г) (Я - Д) (Я - Я)2 Я we have Im Я Р'ДЯ) = -32Я^Я1(Я1 -
- /Il) £ ф О for all X G Fand the proof is complete. 
(g) D{x) = D[dP„ dP2, d(Я? + Я̂  - 1), dP„ dP2, d{fi, ~ fi2o), Ф2 - ^20) = 
= ^ßiißi ~~ ^1) ^ i (^) , where 
D,{x) = (Я? - Al) ^MhiM - 2Я,Я, ̂ A i i i ^ ) ^ 
^(>^) = Pi{yi, у2) + ЩУи yi) = / + « i / ~ ' + ... + a, , 
J = Ĵ i + iĵ 2 , Л = Piif^i^ /̂ ) ' г = 1, 2 . 
It suffices to prove that the set Я = {x e F | i)i(x) Ф 0} is dense in F, where F = 
= {x} = (ai, ..., a„, Я1, Я2, jUi, А̂ 2) ̂  "̂"̂ "̂  | Я = Я̂  + Ü2 e S^, fi = fi^^ + ifi2e S^ 
are roots of the polynomial P(y) and /x̂  = 1}. Let x = (a^, ..., a„, Я ,̂ Я2, itx^? /̂ 20) ^ 
e F and Di(x) = 0. For a nonzero real number s define the polynomial P^v) = 
= P{y) + s Ф) = / + a ^ y + ... + «„, = Pi,(}^i, J2) + i^2a(ji, ^2). where 
^(3^) = {y ~ Л){у - Л) {у - 1^){У - ß)- Then obviously x, = (a^, ..., a„, Я1, Я2, 
/^io./^2o)e Fand 
^i(^e) = (^? - ^-) ^^^^^^^'^-^ - 2Я,Я2 ^ ^ ^ i f e ^ = 
dy^ ду2 
= D,{x) + e Г(Я? - Я2̂ ) ^ Ä i i ^ ) _ 2Я,Я, M ^ k l i l ) ] , 
L ^У1 ^У2 J 
where ф{у,, у2) = Re с)(у) = (yl ~ yl - 2Х,у^ + 1){у\ - у\ - 2fi,oyi + 1) " 
- 4 ( j i - Я,) (j;! - /iio) yl- Therefore if D,{x) = 0, then D,{x,) = АгХ1{Х^ - / i^ ) Ф 
Ф 0 and hence the set Я is dense in F. 
(h) Let V с Я" + ̂  be the set of all points x = (a^, <72, ..., a„, Aj, À2, ßi, /̂ 2̂  v^, V2) 
such that Я = Aj -f iA2 e S^, /i = jUj + i/i2 ^ »̂ i» ^ = ^1 + 1̂ 2 e -S*! are roots of the 
polynomial p(y) = Pi(j^i, у2) + i^iO^i. У2) =•• / + ^ i / " ^ + ... + a„ of multi­
plicity ^ 1 . 
D{x) = i)[dPi, dP2, é{X\ + kl- 1), dPi, dP2, a{ß\ + III- 1) , 
dPi , dP2, d(v? + v̂  - 1)] = Л - Б + С , 
where 
У1 = 
Л = ^ . ( А ^ 1 ' Ы ' ^ = ^ ( V I , V 2 ) , / = 1 , 2 , 
It suffices to prove that the set {x e F | D[X) ф 0} si dense in V. For a nonzero real 
number г define the polynomial Ре{у) = 3̂ " + ^^^у""^ + ... + a„^, (p(y) = {y — X) . 
• {y - À){y - ß) {y - Ц){у - v) (у - v). Obviously x, = (а^,,. . . , а„,, À^, À2, /^i, fi2, 
Vi, V2)G V and / ) (xj = Л(г) - ^(г) + С(г), where Л(е), i^(8), С(г) have the same 
form as Ä, B, C, respectively, but instead of the partial derivatives of P i , ^ i , P i 
they involve the corresponding partial derivatives of Pj^, P^^, P^^, respectively. 
D{x^) = D(x) + eai + s^(X2 + е^аз, where aj = dW(x^)ld8-^\^=o, j = 1, 2, 3. If 
D{x) = 0, ai Ф 0, or D{x) = «i = 0, аз Ф 0, then obviously D{x,) Ф 0 for g Ф 0 
sufficiently small. If D(x) = ai — a2 = 0, then D(x^) = e^a^, where a^ ~ oc ~ ß + 
+ y, where a, ß, y have the same form as Ä, B, C, respectively, but instead of the 
partial derivatives of Pi , Pi , ^1 they involve the corresponding partial derivatives 
of Ф = {/̂ (11,̂ 2). Ф = ^{ßuß2\ Ф = iA(vi, V2), respectively, where \l/{y^, У2) = 
= Re (p{y) = {yl - y l - IX^y, + 1) {y\ - y\~ lii^y^ + 1) {y\ - y\ - Ъ^у^ + 
+ 1) - ^y\{y\ - yl~ 2v,y, + 1) {y, - Я1) (j i ~ Â i) - 4yl{y\ - y i - 2Я1У1 + 
+ 1) {У1 - /^i) (Ji - Vi) - Ayl{yl ~ y \ - lii^y^ + 1) (j i - Я1) (^1 - Vi). There­
fore D(x^ = 64s^ii^Àliilvl(Ài - /(i)(Ai - Vi)(/zi - Vi). Let U = {xeV\fii = 0}. 
Since À2 Ф 0, /I2 + 0? ^2 Ф 0, Я1 Ф /^1, ^1 Ф Vi, /̂ 1 Ф Vi, we have shown that the 
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set H = {XEV\U\ D(X) Ф 0} is dense in V\ U and hence if V\U = [j V^ is 
i= 1 
s 
a stratification, then codim Fi ^ 9. Therefore it suffices to show that if U Uj is 
a stratification of the set U, then codim L/i ^ 9. Let x = {a^, ..., a,„ Я1, Я25 0? 1̂  
Vi,V2)Gt/,5(x) = i)[dPi,dP2,d(2? + Я̂  - l ) ,dPi ,dP2,d( /Zi) ,d( iU2-l) ,d^i ,d^2, 
d(vi + V2 - 1)] and let (p(y), ф(у), x^ be as above. Then D(x) has the same form as 
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D{x), but with 1, 1 instead of ftu f^i, respectively. Therefore D{x,) = D{x) + a^e + 
+ a28^ + аз£\ where a^ - 64ÀIVI{À^ ~ 1) (Я̂  - Vi)(vi -- 1) ф 0 and hence the 
proof is complete. 
3. TWO-PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS OF MATRICES 
Let J с jR̂  be a compact interval and F ' = F ( i ) the set of С mappings of / 
into M„, endowed with the usual С topology. Let T^ = A^, T2 be the union of the 
s e t s ^ 2 , ^ 2 ( - l M 3 , ^ i , ^ 2 ( + l ) , 5 i ( + l , - l ) , 5 i ( + l , c ) , B i ( - l , c ) a n d T 3 = M,\ 
Theorem 1. There exists an open dense set F^ in F'(i) such that if A e F''{l), then 
(1) Л ( / ) п Т з = 0. 
(2) The set X^[A) = {}iel\ ^(/i) e T j has a codimension ^ L The set X^^{A) a 
a XI(A) of all ji el, for which the matrix A(^) has an eigenvalue on the unit 
circle 5^ of multiplicity 1, /5 a one-dimensional submanifold of L 
(3) The set X2{À) = [pi el [ А(^/л) e T2] consists of isolated points. 
Remark . Theorem 1 says that generically the following holds: 
(I) There is a one-dimensional submanifold ^ ^ ( Л ) of/ such that if /,( eXi^(A), 
then the matrix A(IÂ) has one of the following simple eigenvalues on S^: 
(1) Я = + 1 ; 
(2) Я = - 1 ; 
(3) Я, I 6 Si, Я' Ф ± 1 , /с = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . 
There are no other eigenvalues on S^. 
(II) There is a set X2{A) consisting of isolated points and such that if ;U e X2{A), 
then the matrix A[fi) has one of the following eigenvalues on S^ : 
(1) Я = + 1 of multiplicity 2; 
(2) Я == —1 of multiplicity 2; 
(3) ÀGS^ of multiplicity 2, Я ф ± 1 ; 
(4) Я = + 1 , V = - 1 both of multiplicity 1; 
(5) ^eS^ of multiplicity 1, Я ф ± 1 , Я̂  = 1 for some к e Z; 
(6) Я = + 1 , V G 5'i both of muUiplicity 1, v̂  Ф ± 1, /c = 1, 2, 3, ...; 
(7) A = ~1,VES^ both of multiplicity 1, v̂  Ф ±1, к = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ; 
(8) Я G 5'i, V e 5i both of multiplicity 1, Я, v Ф ± 1 , Re Я ф Re v. 
There are no other eigenvalues on S^ (except for complex conjugate ones). 
(III) For fiel \ (X^^(A) U X2{Ä)) the matrix Л(^) has no eigenvalue on S^. 
Proof of T h e o r e m L Let J с î ^ be an open interval, I a J. Denote by F" the 
space of all mappings P : J x R^ •-->' M„ x R^, F = F x id^^, F e R^J), endowed 
with the С Whitney topology. The mapping ^ : F'" -> JF'*, Q{F) = F is a С représenta-
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tion and the mapping ev^ : Р"" x J x R^ -^ M„ x Я* transversaliy intersects every 
submanifold of M„ x R^. (For the definition of the evaluation mapping ev and of the 
С representation see [l].) 
Ti = Ti^, T2 = T2a u T2b, Г3 = Гз^ u Г3,, where 7̂ -̂ , T,̂ ,, T,-, (/ - 1, 2, 3) are 
sets of type A, В and C, respectively. Let f^^ a 7^""^^ f.̂  с R"-'^, f,̂  с 7̂ " + ̂  be 
the corresponding semialgebraic varieties and let 
f , ( o ) rtib) r , ( c ) 
j=i j=i j=i 
(/ = 1,2,3) be stratifications. By Lemma 3, (b) codim G '̂̂  = 3, by Lemma 4 
codimG"'^ = 4, by Lemma 5 codimG3'^ ^ 5. By Lemma 9 codimG2'^ = 6, by 
Lemma 10 codim G\'^ ^ 7 and codim G3'̂  ^ 9. 
Denote ф,{Т,,) = [F e F\J) \ Q(F) n " J 0^} , 1 й s S r,(a), / =̂  1, 2, 3, 
y = r , ( a ) - 5 + I 
a = a,b, с By [l , Theorem 19. 1] all sets xJ/J^T^^) are dense in F'(J). Therefore if 
(A,(f,,) = [G E F ^ ( / ) I G = F / / for some F E iA,(t,.,)}, then the set F, = (^ ф,{Т,^) 
i,s 
ix = a.b,c 
is dense in F''(/). Since i is compact, the openess of Fj follows from [1, Theorem 18. 2]. 
From the above equalities and inequalities for the codimensions of the strata and from 
[1, Corollary 17. 1] we obtain that if Л e F j , then the assertions (l) —(3) hold. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO ONE-PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
Theorem 2. There exists a residual set H^ in H\R^,R'') such that if heH^, 
{ßo^ ^0) ^ ^kQ^) ^f^^ h^(x) — A[ß) X + R{ß, x), Ä(/I, X) = o(||x||) for jue I, x e U 
(/ /5 an open interval in R^ containing the point JLIQ and U is a neighbourhood of XQ 
in R"), then 
(1) there is a one-dimensional submanifold X^^^A) of R^ n /, for which the asser-
tion (1) from Section 3 holds; 
(2) there is a set Xi{A) cz R^^ n I, consisting of isolated points, for which the asser-
tion (II) from Section 3 holds. 
Moreover, for the matrix ^(/i) the assertion (III) from Section 3 holds. 
The idea of proof of Theorem 2 is precisely the same as the idea of proof of the 
results on generic properties of one-parametric systems of diffeomorphisms studied 
in [7, 8] and we omit it. We only remark that for a given g e H^'^R^, R") the method 
of bump functions can be used for the construction of an /z G Wi^R^, Я") sufficiently C* 
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